
 

Press Release 

Innovative power solutions presented during the Clerkenwell Design Week 

BACHMANN supports New Ways Of Working  

London –  2024-03-13 – Bachmann Electrical Engineering Ltd will open its London 

Showroom during the Clerkenwell Design Week from May 21st to May 23rd. Visitors 

will be able to meet BACHMANN solution experts in the heart of Clerkenwell and be 

guided through the full spectrum of capabilities to power a full day at work. 

 

Not only BACHMANN provides electrical engineering technologies; it supports 

companies to make sure the best of work happens anytime and anywhere. Because 

BACHMANN believes in enhancing work and people’s performance, the company 

develops solutions that help the work life and life at work get a whole lot better!  

 

Welcome to the future of work with BACHMANN.  

 

In today's world, where the lines between office and home are blurred, the need for a 

complete solution that caters to employees working both in the office and from the 

comfort of their homes is more critical than ever. The pandemic has reshaped the way we 

work, and BACHMANN is at the forefront, offering a comprehensive set of solutions to 

make this hybrid workstyle seamless and efficient. 

 

From hassle-free desk power connections, meeting room booking, insightful office 

analytics to smooth video conferencing and the convenience of wireless charging for 

mobile devices, BACHMANN gets it all covered. The mission is to understand the 

nuances of modern work, where connectivity and collaboration are the keys to success. 

Whether mastering the onsite office work or enjoying the flexibility of home setup, 

BACHMANN's innovative solutions are here to power up companies and people work life. 

New ways, new spaces 

"We are excited to expand more and more our portfolio of solutions to support companies 

and the way they work today. Not only we develop great solutions, but we also partner 

with great companies to develop innovative solutions that fit perfectly with our vision. Our 

innovative products and services offering will continue to strengthen our position as an 

industry leader," says Peter Bachmann, CEO of the BACHMANN Group. 
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The Clerkenwell Design Week is the perfect occasion for BACHMANN to demonstrate the 

collection of innovative solutions designed to support work and workers.  

From simple but yet one-of-a-kind power sockets to plug & play meeting technology as 

well as innovative space booking system and cordless charging solutions, BACHMANN 

has a full set of solutions to demonstrate.  

 
The BACHMANN Group 
 
BACHMANN, founded in 1947, is an owner-managed company with a global presence in 

the electrical engineering sector. Based in Stuttgart, the BACHMANN Group develops, 

produces and distributes innovative electrical components and systems such as 

intelligent power distribution units, desk connection panels and assemblies. In addition, 

BACHMANN provides intelligent solutions for the latest AV technologies and services. 

Alongside the production expertise at our production and development centres in 

Germany, Romania and China, BACHMANN has a large number of international sales 

offices and partner companies and a partner network in 27 countries. With around 800 

employees, the BACHMANN Group sets new benchmarks in specific customer benefits 

through function, design and innovation. 
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